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the students return to school in the hero class room. as they study in preparation for the hero award test, they soon find a
body hanging in the classroom. aizawa is the first suspect, but since he is also the designated student to act as the first

official hero for nabu island, the other students question the crime scene and start doubting that he was the one to kill the
other students, or maybe even himself? you’ll get your initial firearms training at the u.a. public firearms test before beginning

your mission. you can continue with the one person training and taking photos. your teammates, however, can be of any
gender, race and national origin. you also need to tell your teammates your nationality. in the six-month training period, you’ll
work in pairs or groups so you can be vigilant of each other’s location. you need to save up for six months and may encounter
setbacks throughout the training. although you know that the cause of the deaths is your fault, you've even invested so much

money in the tuition to be free from the social restrictions, you cannot afford to lose your tuition money as well. in the end,
you are forced to escape before arrest. users are able to pick different paths. the first route, is an alternate reality version of

the game where the death of the student and the release of his mental image was a lie. in this route, the player has to collect
evidence to prove their innocence. the other route is to clear the school where all the students are seriously injured, but the

person responsible escapes. which route will you take?
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he did all this to reduce the possibility that coughing fits have an acute physiological origin rather
than a chronic etiologic origin. we found that there was no association between the number of cough

episodes observed during 4 hours of observation and the number of fvc or fev1 % predicted at the
time of observation. in other words, we found no association between the severity of an individual's
pulmonary condition and the number of cough episodes that an individual experiences. recently, a

spontaneous mutation in charolais cattle with a defective keratinization process (cwd) has been
identified as a recessive trait, and breeding for this trait has been implemented into the norwegian

red breeding program. this mutation has a high carrier frequency of ∼85% in the norwegian red
population which has a carrier frequency of ∼40-45% in norwegian red cattle in most parts of the

world. a previous study from our group (drigstad et al. 2012) had reported on the occurrence of the
cwd mutation in norwegian red cattle from western norway. our study has so far identified cwd in all
norwegian red cattle exhibiting pulmonary lesions consistent with interstitial pneumonia, but not in
any of the cwd-negative norwegian red cattle. moreover, none of the cwd-affected cattle had gross
differences in the lung structure of affected animals compared to unaffected animals. therefore, our

study indicates that the occurrence of cwd-affected cattle was primarily a result of germline
mutation, not somatic mutation in lung tissue. this is supported by previous studies showing that

cwd-affected cattle have significantly more somatic mutations than unaffected cattle (sosnowski et
al. 2015; mejía et al. 2017). 5ec8ef588b
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